A Better Way to Migrate to Exchange 2010, 2013 or Office 365

Comprehensive Enterprise Migration
to Exchange

1 TB

Included as part of Netmail Archive, Netmail Migrate is the
SAFE™ migration solution: it reduces the time and cost
required to migrate users to Microsoft Exchange 2010 or

250 GB
Exchange 2010
or 2013 system

Old Email
System

2013 on-premise or Online by archiving data to a central
XML repository before the email migration even occurs. As a

1 TB

result, only a fraction of information needs to be moved to
the new email system while all information remains available

Netmail Archive
XML Repository

in platform-independent XML format. The use of the XML
repository allows 100% transparent communications
between the two email systems during the migration period;
it is even possible to perform eDiscovery and litigation hold

Multiple Data Injection Options

requests while migrating.

Offers various options for injecting archived data into the
Exchange system. Organizations can choose to inject all or

Netmail Migrate can slash an
organization’s migration budget by 70%

some of the archived data into Exchange as is, as stubs, or
with stripped attachments.

Netmail Migrate is included with Netmail Archive. This
third-party migration applications, Netmail Archive provides

Automatic Provisioning of Users and
Distribution Lists

archiving and eDiscovery functionality and a full set of

Gives organizations the ability to automatically provision

migration tools. And unlike single-use migration tools, a

users and distribution lists to Exchange 2010 or 2013,

complete enterprise archiving system is in place at the end

including system address books, proxy rights, multiple email

of the migration. Netmail Migrate provides additional

addresses, nicknames, and aliases, ensuring minimal impact

functionality not available with other migration tools,

on end users.

means that for approximately the same price as other

including direct migration to Exchange 2010 or 2013 on
premise or in the cloud without the need for legacy gateway
systems, migration of personal address books, migration of
future re-occurring calendar appointments, and migration of
native archives without resorting to PST format.

Legacy Data Management and
Email Retention
Leverages the advantages of lower cost storage and access
flexibility of Netmail Archive which allows organizations to

Support of Mixed Environments
Supports the deployment of mixed email environments to
allow organizations to make the transition to Exchange 2010
or 2013 to suit their business and operational needs.

Seamless End-User Access to the Email
Provides your users with seamless access to their archived
email due to its direct integration with Outlook and Outlook
Web App.

address the issues of legacy data management and email
retention prior to migration so that email issues are not
migrated along with the users.

www.netmail.com

Less IT Overhead
Allows a migration that is seamless to end users, thereby
eliminating the need for IT to train and assist end users. IT
simply needs to follow a few easy steps to archive and
migrate information to Exchange 2010 or 2013.

Reduced Risk, Time, and Cost
Reduces the risk of data loss by archiving all information
before migrating to Exchange 2010 or 2013 as well as

Advantages of Netmail Migrate

 Migrates email, calendar events, and notes
 Migrates personal address books and proxy rights
 Provides uninterrupted access to email and calendaring
 Provides you with a comprehensive archiving system once the
migration is complete

reduces the time and cost associated with email platform

 100% transparent to end users

migrations.

 Allows for responding to eDiscovery and litigation hold requests
during migration

Regulatory Compliance
Addresses future challenges for archiving and regulatory
compliance by offering sub-second search and retrieval
of information via a standards-based, 100% compliant
architecture.

Elimination of PST Files

 Migrates native archives without using PST format
tool and enterprise archiving solution can be deployed
 Migration
simultaneously

 Reduces migration project timeline and cost
 Free with purchase of your enterprise archiving solution

Netmail PST Radar complements Netmail Migrate by
allowing you to detect and locate PST files scattered across
your organization’s network. The PST files can then be
archived to your central archive repository, along with the
rest of your archived data, and the Exchange 2010 or 2013
PST feature can be disabled.

Benefits of Netmail Archive
• Significantly reduces the size of message stores.
• Reduces the risk of data loss by archiving all mail
messages first.

“ We considered the Quest tool, but at the end of the
migration, you just threw the tool away. You paid all that
money just to migrate. With Netmail Migrate and Netmail
Archive, we quickly realized that after the migration we were
going to have an enterprise-level email archiving solution in
place, and email archiving was definitely another project on
our IT to-do list. What’s more, the cost of the two products
was comparable.”
Robert Evans, Telecommunications and
Operations Manager, Champlain Valley
Physicians Hospital Medical Center

• Shortens the migration project timeline by reducing
data to be migrated.

To learn more visit: www.netmail.com/migrate

• Saves valuable storage capacity through
single-instance storage.
• Provides uninterrupted access to email.
• Enables server and user consolidation by ensuring
information stores are small.
• Retains data in a neutral, non-proprietary format
ensuring long-term accessibility.
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